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Solution: Two HAM approaches (1) PGML: Physics Guided Machine Learning (2) IL: Interface Learning

RESULTS: PGML and IL

Research challenge: Modeling as an enabler for digital twin (DT) should be accurate, computationally efficient, self 
evolving, generalizable and least uncertain
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WORK
➢ A novel Deep Learning architecture which enables injection of partially known

physics leading to a more certain model.
➢ PGML framework achieves approximately 75% reduction in uncertainty for the

smaller angle of attacks (i.e., -10o to 12o).
➢ A novel Interface Learning technique which elegantly couples multi-fidelity models

that can give up to 10x computational speed up over full order model.
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Physics based modeling Data driven ML 

Solid foundation Black box

Difficult to assimilate very long term historical 
data into the computational models

Takes into account long term historical 
data and experiences

Numerical instability Stable once trained

Uncertainties can be bounded and estimated No such guarantee

Less biases Biased

Good generalization Poor generalization on unseen problems

Hybrid Analysis and 
Modeling (HAM) is a 

modeling approach that 
combines the 

interpretability, robust 
foundation and

understanding of a physics-
based approach with the 
accuracy, efficiency, and

automatic pattern-
identification capabilities of 

advanced data-driven
machine learning and 
artificial intelligence 

algorithms.

MOTIVATION: Most modeling approaches lie in either of the two categories: physics-based or data-driven. Recently, a third approach which is a combination of these deterministic and

statistical models is emerging for scientific applications. To leverage these developments, our aim is centered around exploring numerous principled concepts to address the challenges of (i)
trustworthiness and generalizability in developing data-driven models to shed light on understanding the fundamental trade-offs in their accuracy and efficiency, and (ii) seamless integration
of interface learning and multi-fidelity coupling approaches that transfer and represent information between different entities, particularly when different scales are governed by different
physics, each operating on a different level of abstraction. Addressing these challenges could enable the revolution of digital twin technologies for scientific and engineering applications.

RESERCH QUESTIONS: How to inject physics into a deep learning model? How to combine multifidelity models?

STATE OF THE ART IN MODELING

HAM: A PARADIGM SHIFT IN MODELING                                                                                        TWO PROPOSED APPROACHES TO HAM

(1) PHYSICS GUIDED MACHINE LEARNING
[Pawar et al. Phys Fluids 33, 2021]

(2) INTERFACE LEARNING
[Ahmed et al. Phys Rev E 102, 2020]

Actual versus predicted lift 
coefficient for NACA23012 
and NACA23024 airfoils 
using ML and PGML 
framework. The dashed red 
curve represent the average 
of the predicted lift 
coefficient by all ML models 
(i.e., testing runs with 
different initialization seeds). 
Both airfoil geometries were 
not included in the training.
Here we note that there is a 
significant reduction of 
uncertainty in performance 
when we use the proposed 
PGML framework, especially 
for the smaller angle of 
attacks where the embedded 
simplistic physics-based 
model is valid.


